Instructions for Recruitment Message for ResearchMatch Template

Instructions for Submission:

1. USE THE “Recruitment Message for Research Match Template”
2. ResearchMatch provides standard notification language (in gray in template) that will be received by all ResearchMatch volunteers who may be a match for a given study. Insert your text (800 characters maximum) in the space provided and submit to the IRB for approval. The information must exclude your direct study contact information (email & phone). Be sure to indicate on the IRB application or renewal that ResearchMatch.org will be utilized as a recruitment tool for this protocol.
3. Submit to irbdocs@ora.msu.edu as a supporting document to your MSU IRB initial application (expedited/full board) or revision application (expedited/full board) submission (be sure to include the “i” or “r” number)

Recruitment Message Requirements: The “Project Specific Text” of the ResearchMatch recruitment message must follow the requirements in HRPP Manual Section 6-5, Selection of Subjects and Recruitment.